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Negro grandparents: interactional and subjective role aspects

by

Jacquelyne Johnson Jackson, Ph.D.
2

As Kahana and Knhana (1969) have noted, most studies of grandparents

have focused on grandparents, rather than on grandchildren. In that respect,

this paper does not differ from most such studies, for its focus is also

upon grandparenthood as viewed by the grandparent. The paper does differ,

however, from most such studies on grandpartnthood in that its spfcific

fotuslis upon Negro grandparents--both grandmothers and grandfathers.
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Frazier's (1939) classic description of "Granny: The Guardian of the

Generations" depicted an energetic, courageous, and devoted "Granny" whose

prestige and importance were great during and after the Civil War. "Granny"

did not cease her watching "over the destiny of the Negro families as they

have moved in ever increasing numbers to the cities during the present

century," wrote Frazier, but, gradually, lth the increase in the father's

authority in family relations and in the economic subordination of the woman,

there was a concomitant decrease in the prestige an4 importance of "Granny."

Frazier made no mention therein of grandfathers.

Since Frazier's (1939) classic appeared, a number of changes (many of

which he anticipated correctly) have occurred, and .:ontinue so to do, within

the sociocultural and socioeconomic environments of Negroes. Such changes

have, and will continue to have, irpacts upon Negro families, for, as Glazer

(1966) aptly observed, "...the family makes the social conditions...Land/

social conditions make the family."

Purpose and methodology.

Given the types of changes which have occurred, and which continue to

occur, one area of interest right wall be that of role interactions between

r
grandparetws and grandchildren in Negro cor'unities. In fact,[chis paper has

as its major purpose the presentation and analysis of scr7c data pertainin3 't

to interactional and subjective characteristics of relationships betweeni.A

grandparents resieins vithin a preeo7,inantly urban area, schee-

uled for urSan rettl and the tr.nnWq1lren t%ey c,"
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often.,Some comparisons of grandparental subgroups; as-pointed out -Firo17
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Are-alsogivenT-as well-as certain implications arising therein.

The data about grandparents end their grandchildren were culled from a

larger and continuing study of changing kinship relations among a s:wthern,

urban, Negro sample currently involving the present writer. Data were avail-

able, at the time of this writing, for a total of 68 grandparents (whose ages,

marital statuses, and subgroups are shown ..:t1 Table 1 below).

(Table 1 about here)

Comparisons of significant differences (utilizing chi-square) in the

interactional and subjective characteristics were bssed upon three major

grandparental subgroupings: (a) grandmothers and grandfathers; (b) younger

(i.e., under 50 years of age) and older (i.e., 50 or more years of age) grand,-

parents; and (c) grandparents living alone and grandparents_ not livinb alone.

Future corlparisons between other subgroupings, such as between employed and

nonemployed grandmothers, employed and nonemployed grandfathers, grandmothers

with spouse and grandmothers without spouse, and grandfathers with spouse and .

grandfathers without spouse, in process, were not available for inclusion herein.

Using t, no significant age difference characterized grandparents living,

in end grandparents_ not livinz alont. Using t, grandfathers were signific

antly older than ere grtn&:)thers (p.001), due largely to the fact that no

grandfathers under the age of SO happened to hava been interviewed thus far

in the tarot- stud ;:, and the ,:o.ln-_-n-lt-annrt,nts si:rificantly youn:ar

than were pleat- cr:nearar.ts (p.00l).

. 0 4.000.00 0. 00 00000 *owe 400
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These 68 grandparents had an approximate (approximate in that a few Ss

were not precise, including one S with "about 40"grandchildren) total of

391 grandchildren, or a mean of 5.8 grandchildren for each subject. About 12

percent had grandsons only; about 15 percent, granddaughters only. (See Table

2 for limited background data on these grandchildren.).

(Table 2 about here)

A modified form of the Adams' (1968) Kinship Schedule was used to collect

the data in personal interview settings in the Ss' homes.

Also, following Adans (1968), interactional characteristics referred to

the "frequency of interaction and kinds of or occasions for interaction with"

grandchildren, including "telephoning and letter writing, or the non-face-to-

face means of keeping in touch." His eight "contact types" (i.e., home visit-

ing, social activities, voluntary organizations, vorking together at the same

occupation and location, rituals, communication, aid received fron a specific

relative, and aid given to a specific relative) were rodified.

The seven "contact types" utilized ere those of 1) hone visiting; 2)

'octal activities (including reading); 3) $h.rch; 4) ImARILLifts; 5) tor:run-

e'

LAIILLI; 6) aid received fEMgFIRIS1111ren; and 7) aid RiveSLJAM2121111LEtn.

A word about the category of "social activities": althouzh an open cate-

gory was provided for "other" responses about social activities in the rodified

instrurent, only an extremely ninute percentage of the subjects report,: any

other social activities their grzn.lzhi1dren then the :be..lt they

were quetieJ direct1;.

...
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One problem may be that the principal investigator was unduly influen-

ced (on a subconscious level) by her daughter's (and only child) age (three

years) during the item-selection process. In retrospect that appears to have

influenced the item-selection of social activities occurring regularly between

grandparents and grandchildren.

Additionally, and in the same vein, these conceptions of regular grand-

parent-grandchild .activities were probably also influenced by a middle-class

model of interactional patterns between grandparents and grandchildren.

Thus, the analysis of the preliminary data in the larger study (a por-

tiln of which is reported in this paper) has, at the very least, reemphasized

the fact that predwlinantly low-income subjects are much less likely than are

middle-class subjects to expand upon their responses in an interview setting,

or to suggest new responses. Hence, it is useful to attempt to list all poss-

ible relevant, responses existing in reality and which would normally emerge

if the "correct" questions are proffered.

In any case, the redder should be aware especially of this limitation.

The pubjective characteristics (also following Adzes, 1968) involved

largely those of

...affectienal closeness, value consensus, identification, and
obligation. Determination of affectional closeness is in answer
to the question: "How close %.ould you say you feel to your...?"
Responses o! "quite close" and "extre:ely close" are co; biped
and designated as strong feelings of closeness. Value consensus
is ascertained by the following qt,:sittion: "Do you and your...
scree in your idoas and epinie.ns abort the thini: c:,nsieer

teeny it-p.ntrnt in life?" Anst:ers of "yes, co:pletely," and
"yes, to t grett t: vtha
ceniens...s, as distinct fro', valuo divergence. 1de:4112.i:ion of or
identification vitN the rel:tive is dotemined by responses to

- am 41..111.-



this question: "Would you like to be the kind of person your...
is?" Close identification is based upon the responses "yes, com-
pletely," and "in most ways." Feelings of obligation are ascer-
tained...by asking...how important certain reasons for keeping in
touch are in relation to.a particular relative (pp. 14-15).

FINDINGS

When the data were controlled for grandparents with at least one son

with offspring and at least one daughter with offspring, who either both

resided elsewhere, the grandchild identified as the one seen most often was

that of the S's daughter's child, as opposed to the son's child, a finding

which is consistent with. Young anI Willmutt's (1957) observation that grand-

children usually have more frequent interaction with their mother's mother

than with their father's mother. The rare exceptions occurred in the cases of

Ss' vhose sons' children resided with them.

PIFRACTIONAL CHARACTFRISTIGS. Table 3 contains percentage distributions

of the first five "contact types" for S3 who had interact'd with the grand-

child whom they saw most often in the given activity at least once during the

past year.

(Table 3 about here)

"''Available responses inclu4ed daily, weekly or more often, ronthly or

wore often but less than weekly, a few titas during the past year, several

times during the past year, at least once during the past year, and never dur-

ing the past year. They are reported only for at least once during the past

year, inasnuch as the vast rajority of the Ss failed to report any greo.tr

tezultIrity of freelu2ncy of occvrri!nce. 1%:it is Z. Ste.:ftd ILAtatiOn Ot this

study.

.11.111,. rib =. 0++ a.
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One possible explanation of the lack of regularity is that some of

the Ss (less than half) had no grandchildren residing within the same city.

Future analyses of these data, with the addition of new Ss based upon a break-

down of Ss with grandchildren residing in the same household, Ss with grand-

children residing in the sane city but not in the same household, and Ss with

no grandchildren living within the sane city, should isolate some effects of

locale differences.

The seven "contact type" patterns of interactional activities between

grandparents and their grandchildren revealed some differences between the

comparative subgroups, as discussed below.

lime visiting,. A larger percentage of younger prandiarents, grandparents.

ilAntullone, and grandmothers reported engagement in visiting with their

grandchildren than did their respective counterparts. This pattern held true

even when the Oata were controlled to exclude grandchildren livin in the

sane household as the grandparent. prPndparents living alone end apn2parents

notikthIgjtiollt, could be distinguished, as expected, in that the latter re-

porrd greater frequency of contact with grandchildren (p>.05), Some Ss with

grandchildren in their household reported home visiting with grandchildren

elsevhere.

Soc;a1 activities. Specific activity itc:s uere going to the park* ead/or

walking, attending rovics, grocery shopp ins, shnpping other than grocery shopp-

ing, and taking local trips or vcc.ltions tAt! gr:r.dchildren.

most SA interacted tlunt.ecM14rZin inf.te1170ntly in these activities. Inc

-. - - ......41Y ... "411



modal form of interaction shopping other than grocery shopping, (as can be

seen in Table %which contains the rank position, in decreasing order of

(Table 5 about here)

frequency of occurrence, of these activities). Joint movie attendance was

quite rare.

Reading as an interactional activity, occurred almost solely with younger

grandchildren, especially those under six or seven years of age.

Church. adar_graildparents, grandparents livkhoa2lon, and grandfathers

reported church activities (most often joint attendance at regular morning

worship services) with grandchildren less frequently than did younger grand-

parents, grandparents not living alone, and grandmothers respectively.

Younger. grandparents were significantly more likely to oe accompanied

by or to accompany a grandchild to a church activity than were older grapd-

parants (p>.05), attributable, in part, to greater shared residences among

the former. Joint church activity may also be related to age (i.e., as both

increased in age, their joint church attendance decreased).

luxury gifts. During the past year, with the exception of younger grand-

parents, the Ss reported luxury gift-giving, which tray be due to such reasons

as those of a) the greater likelihood of ypuvter tra:1;!pareAts. being enployed;

b) grandparents being more prone to present younger grandchildren with luxury

gifts (including especially toys), x:hile more prac!-ical gifts are given to

older grnn4cIlilZten; end c) in in:tateos, synne.oatatqk are rs,:el

tore likely to have fet4er grandchildren than at:1 Wes ir:4nenart.



Communication. The two non-face-to-face cormunication patterns invest-

igated were those of a) telephone for all grandparent-grandchild pairs having

access to telephone service; and b) written correspondence from grandchildren

residing elsewhere to their grandparents, and from the latter to the former.

About one-fourth to one-third of each of the grandparental subgroups

With grandchildren out-of-town reported that they had written to their grand-

children at least once during the preceding year. A larger percentage usually

reporter' that they had received written correspondence from such grandchildren.

On the whole, written communiOation appeared to be infrequent.

Although grIncifithoss and grandEprents not living, atone were more likely

to report no comtunication during the past year by telephone than were vend:

pothers and grandparents living_alone, and older_grAndlarents only were signif-

icantly different ((p.05). About 86 percent of the younger prtndparents report-

ed no non-face-to-face interaction (due, perhaps, to the younger agLs of their

grandchildren and the greater possibility of grandchildren residing with them),

while only about 36 percent of the olderfIndparents. were so categorized.

Few Ss corawniceted with grandchildren vla telephone ronthly or rore

quently. Most Ss reporting at least one such telephone call attributed it to

a special occasion or an emergency.

tid_ received fror erer4shileren. Are grandchildren useful? As cPri be seen

in Table 4, about 50 percent of the vandfilthers, 25 percent of the grAn?...:others,

20 percent- of the vo-..T7.er and about 33 p,:-.:zent of the elect aad

about 2S percovt of zyyn,::-)1i,:v;:% 1 ivj:-%1cn and 21.1: 37 p2rc2nt of

- .1...4 -4.6.........1. v....-.
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parents not living atone. All felt that grandchildren were "not much help

at all."

Nevertheless, further inquiry about specific items of assistance reveal-

ed that most grandparents did regard themselves as having received some aid

from their grandchildren during the past year. The modal responses (ignoring,

where necessary, the category of "not much help at all") for grandmothers, .

grandfathers, grandparents not living alone, and older grandparents were the

same: "a feeling of usefulness." Grandparents living alone and younger grand-

parents had a nodal response of "visits."

Thus, thF two areas in which these grandparents felt grandchildren were
Pp 1

most often were not really areas of material assistance, but areas of psychol-
P

ogical support and/or companionship.

Grandchildren were usually not of assistance to grandparents in writing

letters, reading, etc., nor in the area of transportation. They also differed

significantly in that grandparents living alone were much more likely to be

visited by grandchildren than were grandparents not living alone (p>.05).

Theratter-and expectedly so-were much more likely to receive assi.stance with

house or yard chores than were the former (p>.05). Younger grandparents were

also more likely to receive some assistance with house or yard chores (p>.05),

and advice from grandchildren with much greater frequency (p>.05) than did

older zr8rdoarents.

So-.1 "Grcnnies" yet exist: About 44 percent

of the about 55 pert .At of zr.,.dn:lr:rts not livit: olono, ond

ow, ow..., w wow. 01. ow .40 Ws. -..wwwwwww ow.W.W411.
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about 82 percent of the younger grandparents were directly involved in pro-

iliding child care for their grandchildren. In addition, although in far

smaller proportions, grandparents "keep the children after school until the

parent(s) come home" (most often the mother, and most from work).

Comparative subgroup differences were also present: younger grandparents,

as compared with older grandparents, were far more likely to provide financial

assistance directly to the grandchild or to the grandchild's parent(s) (p>.01),

luxury and necessary gifts (p >.01), child care (p>.001, and housing (p>.05);

grandmothers participated more often in child care (p>.05); and grandparents

who lived with others engaged in greater interaction in child care (p.001),

and in luxury and necessary gift-giving (p>.05).

In all probability, older grandparents participated less in child care,

especially at the time of this study, since their grandchildren were generally

older than were the grandchildren of the younger grandparents, but, perhaps,

participated more actively when the grandchildren were younger. Childrearing

roles appeared w/greater frequency among Ss whose grandchildren were not mem-

bers of intact, nuclear families.

SUBJECTIVE CHRACTERISTICS. In addition to qualitative measures of affec-

tional closeness, value consensus, and identification, data were also elicited

on satisfaction of present contact v /and the prime initiator of contacts with

grandchildren (as shown in Table 6 below).

(Table 6 about here)

Affection' 1 closano;s. All of tha youn3er grnndp.:Irents and most of the

Jw or... -s . , . -
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remaining subgroups verbalized strong affectional closeness to grandchildren.

Grandmothers verbalized "extreme closeness" to grandchildren much more often

than did grandfathers (p>.05).

Uhile insignificant/grandpirents not living alone tended to relate greater

closeness to grandchildren than did grandparents living alone, suggesting that

affectional closeness, under some circumstances, grows stronger when grandchild

ren live at least near (and sometimes with) grandparents (especially grand-

'pothers) and when they are in the earlier age cycles.

Value consensus. Value divergence between grandparents and grandchildren

was more typical than substantial value consensus. Interestingly, the highest

propottion'of grandparents indicating substantial value consensus with their

grandchildren was found among grandfathers! Older grandmothers especially were

characterized by value divergence.

Identification with grandchildren. Close identification with grandchildren

was the exception. Grandmothers had no pattern of close identification. Only

about 5 percent: of grandparents living with others exhibited close identific-

ation. Most. Ss would like to be the kind of person the grandchild was "only

in several ways". Almost one-fifth of the Ss stated that they would "not at

all" like to resemble the grandchild.

Importance of keeping: in touch. Although in the minority, a substantial

proportion of the grandparental subjects (see Table 6) felt that an obliga-

tion of "keeping in touch" with grandchildren was only "somewhat important".

None thought it was unimportant. Grandnorents not 'Juin*, alone (6S.27,) and

y(21.1, 1-:11!nlr2Elts (70.W felt che oblication t;j3 "very irnportant" r2ore

- ",- -.`" . -.no, In....P.- ow. . l - - -
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often than did the remaining comparative groups. Grandmothers (46.2%) and

grandparents who lived alone (45.0%) were least likely to consider the oblig-

ation of keeping in touch as being "very important".

Younger grandparents were the only Ss who felt enjoyment was a "very im-

portant" reason to keep in touch more often than was an obligation. For each

of the remaining groups, a larger percentage, therefore, felt that the votive

of obligation outweighed that of enjoyment.

Satisfaction with present contact. Grandparents who did not live alone

were more satisfied with the present contact with grandchildren than were

grandparents living alone (p>.05), as was also true for younger grandparents

as compared with older grandparents (p>.05). About 2 percent of the older

grandparents and about 4 percent of the grandparents not livins alone did

express their desire to have less frequent contact with grandchildren. Older

grandparents and grandparents living alone, for the most part, desired greater

frequency of contact with grandchildren (i.e., they did not see them as often

as they would like to).

Ss were asked to list reasons why grandchildren should live near their

grandparents and why grandchildren should not live near their grandparents.

Their varying responses may be instructive.

Of the 68 Ss, 20.6 percent gave only the response of not knowing or of

never having thought about it, while 14.7 percent replied explicitly (and, on

occasion, emphatically) that grandchildren should not live near their grand-

parents, for such reasons es:
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"Don't think they should live close "

".,.Each generation has to go for himself."

"Unnecessary for them to live near grandparents at all."

"When they grow up they should move and lead their own lives."

"...do not want to be worried with them."

"No, too much trouble. Children don't do right these days."

"Grandchildren shouldn't live near their grandparents because it

tends to spoil the child."

"They should stay near their mother and father instead."

Responses of the remaining 64 7 percent could be categorized as those

of a) grandparents primarily needing grandchildren(e.g., "You never know

what is going to happen. I may need their help anytime;" "Grandparents

would enjoy seeing grandchildren more and knowing what they are doing;"

"Grandchildren can be a lot of help to their grandparents;" "The grandmother

has great love for grandchildren;" and "One reason is probably as you get

old you need them to be able to do something for you, such as wait on you

or go to the store."); b) grandchildren primnrily needing grandparents (e.g.,

"So they will love their grandparents. One day they might have to live with

their grandparents;" "Grandparents can take care of grandchildren better

than mothers;" "Grandparents can help parents with children;" "So grand-

children can have proper care;" "So they can help take care of the grand-

child. I really feel like the baby is my baby as much as her mother is.");

c) rutual needs (e.g., "To keep a cl ose faily;" 1'Z: cause we nec,d ezcis other;"

"Everyone should be close around their family. ")
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These responses could also be subdivided by a) instrumentality (exchange

of material goods and services), and by b) affect.

Almost 31 percent of the grandparents felt that they could give no

reason to justify grandchildren not living near their grandparents. About

24 percent felt that parents should have the prime responsibility for rearing

children, as exemplified by such direct responses as:

"Parents should raise their own children;" "Parents need to be young to

raise children, so children should stay with parents;" "Your children should

not try to burden you down with their children;" and "Grandchildren should be

with their parents in their own house" (Italics added).

All of the varying responses probably reflected the particular Ss own

grandparental experiences. One example was the response of "They should go

where their husbands say." In this particular case, the grandparent's daughter

had refused to accompany her husband to an out-of-town location, and the sub-

sequent husband-wife separation had place the brunt of childrearing of the

grandchildren upon the S.

The remaining responses were of two types: a) grandchildren should not

live near grandparents as the latter tend to spoil the former, which according

to several subjects could contribute adversely to independent development of

the grandchild; and b) grandparents were "too old" to "be bothered or worried"

or grandparents had "other things to do," or "more fish to fry."

Prime initiators of erandoarent-zrandchild contact. Face-to-face contact

between grandFnrcnts and grandchildren was, accordin to the subjects, usually

- ....11 .N ...+ - vimmu.,
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not initiated by the Ss, or so they said. The reported modal initiator for

younger grandparents, as was also true for grandfathers and grandparents

living alone, was most often the spouse or another individual; for older uald-

parents, grandmothers, and grandparents not living alone, the grandchild's

parent(s). Grandchildren rarely initiated face-to-face contact. Grandfathers

and grandmothers differed on this variable (p>.05) in that the former report-

ed that they never initiated such contact, and in that the grandchild's parent

was the most frequent initiator of suchcontact.

Who calls whom? The grandparent was most likely to initiate calls among

the youngei- grandparents and the grandfathers, while the grandparents living

alone were about as likely to call as the grandchild was to call them. Grand-

children were more likely to call older grandparents, grandmothers, and grand-

parents not liviJ; alone.

Grandfathers were significantly more likely to initiate the telephone

communication and, thus, significantly less likely to be called by the grand-

child than were grandmothers (p >.05).

In any case, a majority of these predominantly low-income grandmothers

resembled Frazier's (1939) "Granny." Grandfathers were of less, but probably

of increasing importance.

Discussion

Perhaps the most general impression derived from these findings is that

of their startling (to sore) similarity to comparable findings derived else-

where abo t gnInc!pzrcnt-;..-andelild roles am! patterns. If that be a valid im-

pression, then the soretir7as undue e:-..ip!lasis up Nn the "peculiarity of "Granny"

or ...v... ow- or. *New- mmon.m. woe. 1 4
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among Negro Americans has certainly been not only unwarranted, but probably

also quite erroneous.

These findings, e.g., seem to be in general agreement with such findings

as those of Shanas, et at. (1968), Streib (1958), Townsend (1957), and Young

and Willmott (1957), which, in one or more instances, emphasize such aspects

as the usually vivid presence of grandmothers especially in kinship networks,

with one of their more important tasks being involvement in rearing of grand-

children; greater involvement of grandmothers than of grandfathers in activi-

ties with grandchildren; closer bonds between grandmothers and their daughters

and grandchildren than is true for grandfathers and sons; and, in some respect,

the presence of extended or three-generational families in urban areas.

In any case, a majority of these predominantly low-income grandmothers

resembled Frazier's (1939) "Granny." Grandfathers were of less, but probably

of increasing, importance. Most of these grandparents, given the choice, prefer

having grandchildren living near, but not with them. Most prefer younger to

older grandchildren (cf. Kahane and Kahane, 1968), but there is some indication

that very old grandparents become increasingly concerned about having grand-

children available for largely instrumental assistance. The latter is coupled

Frith a psychological need of feeling that someone will be on hand to assist,

should such a need arise.

Although the relationship among affectional closeness, value consensus,

and identification with grandchild is not yet clear, affectional closeness is

probnbly more positively col.velnt vnlue consensus than
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tion. Ss'responses to the identification item reflected such generational

gaps as those of appearance, fashion, and taste (e.g., clothing and hair

styles, language expressions, smoking and drinking behavior) to a far greater

extent than the value consensus item.

The value consensus item more nearly reflected agreement about morals or

ethics considered to be sacred, ..nd, in that sense, could be viewed more near-

ly as Sumnerts "mores," while the identification aspects deal more with his

"folkways." In any case, one emergent research need is that of examining the

relationships between and among affectional closeness, value consensus, and

identification with grandchildren.

Since data are'also being collected about the subjects' relationships

with their mothers, fathers, oldest and youngest children, sibling closest

in age, cousin known best, and best friend, some comparisons about the rela-

tionships with grandchildren and other relatives and friends would be of use

in helping to "locate" grandchildren among the circle of relatives and friends

(cf. Jackson, I969a; Jackson, 1969b; Jackson, 1969c).

Since this was a cross-sectional sample, comparisons by age (i.e., young-

er and older grandparents) might well be spurious ones. However, some of the

differences between younger and older grandparents ciced herein would certain-

ly hold up under longitudinal examination, inasruch as they seem to be differ-

ences characteristic of the ages of the grandparents and of the grandchildren.

The interactional characteristics, while appearing to b. fairly restricted,

are probably typical of such patterns aronz a similar sample, due to the effects

of such factors as inndecunt2 ince '3, trans;ortation, and avarenasa of and

. ..-- - .- 41. ... . 4w. gm.
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familiarity with available resources.

Employment as a factor in grandparental roles was allided to, but a

larger sample is necessary in order to obtain some relatively clear-cut

patterns. The probability is that employment relates at least to the exten-

sion of the range of interactional characteristics, including luxury gift-

giving.

Summary

This paper, based upon data collected from 68 redominantly low-income

southern, Negro grandparents4 ttrough personal interviews using a modified

form ofthe Adams' Kinship Schedule, provides a preliminary report of a com-

parison of.interactional (i.e., home visiting, social activities, church,

luxury gifts, communication, aid received from grandchildren, and aid given to

grandchildren) and subjective (principally affectional closeness, value conLen-

3US, and identification) characteristics of relationships with the grandchild-

ren seen most often for three grandparpntal, comparative groups: a) younger

(i.e., under 50 years of age) and older (i.e., 50 or more years of age) grand-

parents; b) grandmothers and grandfathers; and c) grandparents living alone

and grandparents not living alone.

The findings indicate that, where applicable, the grandchild seen most

often is usually a daughter's (and not a son's) offspring; that younger grand-

paients (all of whom were grandmothers), grandmothers, and grandparents not

living alone tended to be involved with greater frequency in interactional

roles with grandchildren than did older grandparents, grandfathers, and grand-

parents livinz alon.1; that most zr3nt!;c:ronts displayed stron; affectional

" - i ,
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closeness with their grandchildren, less value consensus (which was highest

among grandfathers), and even less close identification.

Among th3 implications of the data, in addition to the need for further

research and some longitUdinal data. from the sample-at-hand, are those which

suggest that, given a choice, roost of these grandparental tubjects assume re-

sponsibility of childrearing for grandchildren when they feel they must for

the "sake of the children," but most prefer grandchildren to live near them,

and not with them, and to be reared by their own parents; most of the grand-

parents tend to bn more attached to younger, than to older grandchildren, which

may be attributed to 'a better "need-fit," including those of energy levels and

affection needs; and that, among some of the.grandmothers in this sample, the

role of "Granny" remains viable, although declining.

- - -
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